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Section 1. Record of Scores

Raw Score Lexile® measure

  

Section 2. Directions to Student 

This test contains passages for you to read. Words are missing from the passages. Wherever a 
word is missing, there is a blank line with a number on it. Next to the passage on the right side  
you will find the same number and four words. Choose the best word that makes sense in the 
blank based on what you have read. 

Next to the word fill in the bubble for the answer you have chosen.

Find the paragraph for Sample S-1. It is inside the box labeled SAMPLE below. See how the right 
answer has been marked in your booklet. Then read Sample S-2 and fill in the bubble next to the 
correct answer.

SAMPLE

Airplanes are a good way to travel. They can go far 
in a short amount of time. An airplane can travel 
about 500 miles in one hour. A car would need 
eight hours to go that far. Airplanes are S-1 . 

S-1 A hot B new 
 C fast D funny

Also, airplanes can hold a lot of people. Some 
airplanes have more than 250 seats. Many 
airplanes have room for people to stand up. People 
can walk around on an airplane. An airplane is 

S-2  than a car. Airplanes make traveling easy.
S-2 A bigger B older 
 C prettier D noisier

Look at the answer for Sample S-1. The letter C is marked because the word fast makes the best 
sense in the blank.

For Sample S-2 you should have filled in the bubble for the letter A because the word bigger 
makes the best sense in the blank.

LRS
LANGUAGE! Reading Scale
Student Record Form Placement 6–12
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Directions

Before you begin working in your test booklet, here are a few reminders:

•  Do your best to read as many of the passages as you can and to complete as many 
of the items as you can.

•  There is no time limit, so work carefully and do not rush.

•  Be sure to choose the best answer based on the information in the passage.

•  Remember to mark only one answer choice for each item. 

•  If you want to change your answer, be sure to erase or cross out your first mark. 
Then mark the answer you want.

•  Check all of your answers after completing the test.

•  You may not be sure of the answer until you have read the sentences that come 
after the blank. Be sure to read enough to choose your answer.
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Read the following passage about geology and 
complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

Geology is the study of the earth. Scientists who study 
geology are called geologists. Geologists study the 
earth’s origin, history, and structure. They look at rocks 
to do this. Geologist have 1  many things 
from rocks. Professional geologists have gone to 
college. They have taken many science classes. They 
get paid to study rocks. Being a geologist is their 

2 . A lot of people are amateur geologists. That 
means they don’t get paid. They study rocks for fun.

Amateur geologists are also called rock hounds. Rock 
hounds enjoy geology. There are many books on the 
subject. Many of them are written for beginners. These 
books help rock hounds 3  their hobby.

Rock hounds do more than read books. They go 
exploring. They look for interesting rocks and minerals. 
There are many good places to look for them: gravel 
pits, quarries, stream bottoms, the beach, or the 
desert. A rock hound 4  for rocks. Rocks can 
be found anywhere.

Some rock hounds collect crystals. Crystals are 
minerals. There are many different shapes and colors. 
Some crystals taste good. Sugar and salt are crystals. 
Some crystals are made into jewelry. Diamonds and 
rubies are crystals. Some crystals are used to make 
computer chips. Silicon is a crystal. Crystals are 
collected for many 5 .

 1 A cleaned B learned 
  C promised D displayed

 2 A idea B job 
  C story D workout

 3 A start B change 
  C mention D end

 4 A swims B asks 
  C waits D hunts

 5 A shops B weeks 
  C reasons D ladies
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Crystals aren’t the only minerals that rock hounds 
collect. Some rock hounds like to collect and study 
fossils. Some fossils look like plants. Other fossils 
look like bones. Fossils are mineralized impressions. 
They look like plants and animals that lived thousands 
of years ago. Fossils were made by 6  plants 
and animals. The plants and animals died. They were 
covered with mud or sand. They left impressions in 
the sand or mud. Then minerals replaced the matter 
in the plant and animal cells. It took thousands of 
years to form fossils. Fossils were formed 7 . 
Fossils tell us about what life was like long ago.

Being a rock hound is a lot of fun. If you like rocks, 
you can be a rock hound, too.

 6 A heavy B real 
  C short D large

 7 A slowly B suddenly 
  C gently D noisily
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 8 A repairs B journeys 
  C decisions D shots

 9 A borrowed B explained 
  C wrote D studied

10  A career B vacation 
  C group D practice

11  A skill B rules 
  C act D friendships 

12  A deserving B silly 
  C lonely D faithful

Read the following passage about Alfred Hitchcock 
and complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

Many people love watching movies. Movies can be 
fun and entertaining. They can also be interesting 
and informative. Have you ever thought about what it 
takes to make a movie? It takes a lot of money, time, 
and people. One of the most important people on the 
movie set is the director. Directors are in charge of 
everything. They tell everyone else what to do and 
how to do it. They make important 8 . One of 
the most famous movie directors of all time is Alfred 
Hitchcock.

Alfred Hitchcock was born on August 13, 1899 in 
London, England. He became interested in movies 
when he was sixteen years old. He started watching 
as many movies as he could. He also enjoyed reading 
about them. He 9  movies. Hitch, as he was 
called, directed his first movie when he was only 
twenty-four years old. At first, no one liked what 
he was trying to do. Very few people believed in 
him. But Hitch kept making movies because that’s  
what he loved to do. Eventually he succeeded. He 
loved his 10 .

Alfred Hitchcock moved to the United States. There he 
continued to work in the movie business. He began to 
specialize in horror movies. He became know as “The 
Master of Suspense.” He developed his 11 . 
Despite this nickname, Alfred wasn’t a scary man. He was 
actually very funny. He was known for playing practical 
jokes on actors during filming. If he found out that 
one actress was afraid of spiders, he would put a spider 
in her dressing room. Sometimes he would show up 
on the set wearing a funny costume. He was 12 .



He also made sure that he appeared in all of his 
movies. He usually had a very small role. For example, 
Hitch might play someone walking down the street. 
But he was in each movie. His appearances were 

13 . Hitch went on to make some of the most 
well-known horror films of all time. Some of his 
best movies are Psycho, Vertigo,  and The Birds. His 
movies became 14 . 

13  A rough B foolish 
  C brief D bold

14  A serious B disappointing 
  C popular D wilder

6 (Go to the Next Page)
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15 A necessary B dangerous 
  C convenient D useful

 16 A surround B avoid 
  C locate D manage

17  A spread B gather 
  C darken D combine

18  A titles B equipment 
  C purposes D details

19 A embarrasses B separates 
  C describes D amuses

Read the following passage about mushrooms and 
complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

Mushrooms are a common type of fungus. Fungi 
are neither plants nor animals. Mushrooms can be 
found in the woods or in your yard. They are also 
called toadstools. Some are edible while others are 
poisonous. Because of this you should never eat 
mushrooms you find outdoors. People have become 
very sick from eating some wild mushrooms. Eating 
wild mushrooms can be 15 . Mushrooms sold 
in the supermarket are usually not picked in the 
wild. They are grown on mushroom farms. These 
farms are sterile environments. Temperature and 
humidity is carefully controlled. Farmers 16  the 
environment.

The most common mushroom shape is the umbrella 
shape. Umbrella mushrooms have gills underneath 
their caps. The gills produce spores. Mushrooms 
spores scatter to different areas and grow new 
mushrooms. The spores are carried away on the 
wind. This is how mushrooms 17 .

Mushrooms can be different colors and shapes. 
The spores of different mushrooms can be different 
colors too. One way to identify mushrooms is by 
making a spore print. To make a spore print, remove 
the mushroom cap and place it on a piece of 
paper overnight. The spores will fall onto the paper. 
Different types of mushrooms will produce different 
patterns and colors. Each mushroom type has 
unique 18 .

Another kind of mushroom is the puffball. Puffball 
mushroom spores are inside the ball-shaped top. 
When they burst, a cloud of spores is released that 
looks like brown dust. The name puffball 19  
them. As with other mushroom types, there are 
edible puffballs and poisonous ones.



Some mushrooms glow in the dark. In earlier times 
some mushrooms were used as medicines. They 
were also used to make dyes for cloth. Mushrooms 
can have many 20 . Eating mushrooms dates 
back to ancient Rome. Today, the most expensive 
mushroom to eat is the black truffle mushroom. It 
sells for $122–$367 per pound. Mushrooms have 
been valuable throughout time. Who would have 
thought a fungus could be so valuable! Mushrooms 
have great 21 .

20 A qualities B diseases 
  C materials D patterns

21  A stems B worth 
  C pressure D lives

8 (Go to the Next Page)
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22 A finally B barely 
  C usually D immediately

23 A alien B dangerous 
  C modern D simple

24 A locate B disturb 
  C improve D orbit

25 A magical B invisible 
  C ordinary D vast

Read the following passage about space probes and 
complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

Humans have studied the night sky for thousands 
of years. They have viewed distant stars. They 
have watched Earth’s closest neighbors. Without a 
telescope, nearby planets appear tiny. They look like 
dots of light. Planets could 22  be seen. For 
centuries, humans could only dream of exploring 
these distant places. However, that has changed in 
the past fifty years. Unmanned space explorers are 
known as probes. Because of probes, even the far 
corners of our galaxy are a bit more familiar. Space 
probes are a(n) 23  invention. 

In 1957, the first satellite was launched into space. 
This satellite was named Sputnik. Sputnik only circled 
our planet. It was not launched with enough power 
to escape Earth’s atmosphere. Sputnik could only 

24  the Earth. That changed when the United 
States launched the Mariner probes. These probes 
were designed to explore nearby planets. Using 
radio waves, they sent information back to Earth. The 
Mariner probes were used to explore Mercury, Venus, 
and Mars. Scientists then designed and launched the 
Pioneer probes. The Pioneer probes passed close to 
more distant planets, including Jupiter and Saturn. 
The Pioneer 10 probe made history. It was launched 
in 1972. It was the first probe to fly beyond our 
solar system. Space probes can travel 25  
distances.



Probes do not have human passengers. However, 
they do have a host of instruments. These instruments 
are designed to gather and analyze information. 
This information allows scientists to have a better 
understanding of celestial environments. The 
instruments perform 26 . The instruments 
measure temperature. They analyze the surrounding 
atmosphere. Probes also have very powerful cameras. 
These cameras provide vivid images of the regions 
they explore. Probes collect valuable 27 . 
Some probes even carry robots that are designed  
to land on distant planets and travel their surfaces. 
Probes have changed the way we see our universe. 
They have 28  new territory. Celestial bodies 
that were once only a twinkle in the night sky are now 
becoming as familiar as our own planet.

26 A surgery B experiments 
  C concerts D demonstations

27 A ashes B shipments 
  C data D creatures

28 A scouted B transferred 
  C declared D rejoined

10 (Go to the Next Page)
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29 A entertain B educate 
  C groom D nourish

 30 A supply B record 
  C oppose D multiply

31  A invitation B result 
  C presence D solution

32 A unfamiliar B simple 
  C routine D interesting

33 A distracted B adopted 
  C neglected D included

Read the following passage about dog training and 
complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

It is natural and normal for dogs to want to chew on 
things. Puppies chew to ease the pain of teething. Adult 
dogs chew to exercise their jaws and keep their teeth 
clean. Dogs may also chew when they are bored.

Unfortunately dogs do not know what things their 
owners do not want chewed. It is up to owners to help 
them know. Owners have to 29  their dogs. The 
first thing an owner should do is provide their dogs 
chewing options. Dogs usually love rawhide chews 
or sterilized bones. Some hard plastic toys are also 
suitable for chewing. Owners should make certain 
that these choices are always available. Owners 
should 30  these options.

Second, owners should move tempting things, such as 
shoes, out of reach. Once dogs are trained, it should 
not be necessary to remove all temptations. This 

31  is temporary. Owners should never give 
personal items to their dogs for chewing. Dogs cannot 
tell the difference between new shoes and old shoes. 
It will confuse them. It is easier to teach them to never 
chew on shoes. Make sure the rules are 32 .

Another thing that will help is exercise. It is important 
to make sure that dogs get plenty of play time. Tired, 
happy dogs are less likely to chew than those who 
have lots of energy. Besides, a playing dog doesn’t 
have time to chew. The dog is 33 .



Some dogs are especially destructive and will cause 
damage. It may be necessary to confine them to areas 
where they cannot harm anything. Some owners 
like to use training crates for this purpose. Others 
prefer to use a small room where there is nothing to 
damage. Owners want to 34  damage. If dogs 
must be confined, they should have toys, food, and 
water available to them. Owners should praise and 
reward their dogs when they chew on appropriate 
things. If owners are patient with them, their dogs 
will learn where chewing is allowed and where it is 
not allowed. It is a(n) 35 .

34 A prevent B mend 
  C consider D neglect

35 A location B celebration 
  C achievement D occasion

12 (Go to the Next Page)
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36 A customary B artificial 
  C essential D lengthy

37 A democratic B grateful 
  C sympathetic D professional

38 A acknowledge B criticize 
  C supervise D categorize

39 A objection B forecast 
  C disposition D introduction

40 A allegiance B consent 
  C judgment D destination

Read the following passage about phone manners 
and complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

For most of us, the telephone is an important part 
of a communications system. Cell phones allow us 
to communicate with almost anyone in almost any 
setting. For some of us, this has led to an informal 
communication style. This style has become the 
norm in all phone conversations. This style has 
become 36 . In some settings and situations, 
however, more formal manners are appropriate. In 
these situations, it is better to be 37 . 

To create a positive impression when you are calling 
someone in a formal situation, be sure to identify 
yourself at the beginning of the call. Before explaining 
the reason for the call, show respect for the other 
person’s time by asking if it is a good time to talk. You 
can also ask if the person has a few minutes. If it is 
not a good time, ask when you should call back. You 
should 38  the other person’s schedule.

To create a positive impression when answering the 
phone, greet each caller with a polite “hello.” You may 
want to identify yourself. You can provide a(n) 

39 . If the caller does not identify herself, ask “Who 
is calling, please?” rather than “Who is this?” If you 
need to put someone on hold, ask first. Then do so 
only briefly. Thank the caller for waiting when you 
return to the call. Many people consider it rude to use 
call waiting unless they are expecting an important 
call and have asked the first caller prior to doing so. 
You should get the first caller’s 40 .



41  A effective B repetitious 
  C creative D emotional

 42 A respond B compose 
  C reason D exercise  

Voicemail and answering machines are convenient 
features. But you should be aware of the impression 
you may be creating when you leave messages on 
them as well. If you are leaving a greeting for your 
callers to receive, then keep it short and to the point. 
Keep in mind that your greeting may be heard by  
many people. If you are leaving a message, remember 
to identify yourself with your reason for calling and  
your contact information. You should leave a(n) 

41  message.

In all phone conversations, use good speech habits. 
You should always speak clearly. You should 
use appropriate language and tone of voice. This 
will ensure that you leave people with favorable 
impressions of yourself. You want people to 

42  well.

14 (Go to the Next Page)
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43 A markings B significance 
  C senses D history

44 A dramatic B audible 
  C essential D unruly

45 A promote B identify 
  C distribute D create

46 A pursue B predict 
  C regulate D infect 

Read the following passage about honeybees and 
complete the statements. Choose the best answer 
based on the information in the passage.

Some of the hardest-working and most valuable 
workers on farms today aren’t even on the farm 
owners’ payrolls. It’s not that farmers are cheating 
their farmhands. These workers aren’t humans—
they’re honeybees.

Honeybees perform a critical function in farm 
operations. They’re responsible for pollinating 
agricultural crops. Busily traveling from one blossom 
to the next, honeybees transfer pollen between 
plants on their bodies. Without this vital process of 
fertilization, the plants wouldn’t flower or bear fruit. 
The bees have great 43 .

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, plants 
that are pollinated by insects account for an estimated 
one-third of the human diet. The honeybee pollinates 
80 percent of these plants. They do this by collecting 
and dropping pollen as they move from one plant to 
another plant. The plants produce the pollen, and then 
the honeybee transports it. Honeybees are 44 . 
The remaining 20 percent are pollinated by a variety 
of wild pollinators. These could be native bees, wasps, 
moths, butterflies, flies, beetles, and hummingbirds. 
They all 45  pollen.

Prior to the widespread introduction of honeybees, 
most pollination was performed by wild species. But 
today, farmers rely on commercial beekeepers. The 
beekeepers bring hives to their fields and orchards 
during blossom time. Some beekeepers move their 
hives across the country. They follow the arrival of 
blossoms. Beginning in the southern states, they 
move northward throughout the pollination season. 
They 46  the blossoms.



47 A absence B violence 
  C formation D enthusiasm

 48 A flexibility B bewilderment  
  C resources D perils

49 A prominent B efficient 
  C flawed D surreal

Honeybees have a large economic and ecological 
importance in agriculture. So it’s no wonder that 
farmers and beekeepers are becoming alarmed at 
the disappearance of honeybee colonies. The bees’ 

47  is troubling. There could be many factors 
contributing to the decline of honeybee populations. 
Bacterial diseases and parasitic mites have destroyed 
many thousands of colonies. Honeybees also face 
a loss of habitat, invasion of Africanized bees, 
and the widespread use of agricultural chemicals. 
Honeybees’ territory contains 48 .

Most recently, scientists have speculated upon another 
threat to honeybees. They think that cell phone 
usage may be contributing to the loss of honeybee 
populations. A study suggests that radiation from 
cell phones may interfere with the bees’ navigation 
systems. The radiation may be preventing the bees 
from finding their way back to their hives. Their 
navigation becomes 49 .

16
STOP






